
 

BULLETIN 2 

2ª prova TNCS and WRE Elite Sprint 
 
 

 
“Sono due anni che Ivan non è più con noi, sentiamo la sua mancanza. 

Questo evento, che sarà di divertimento per tutti, è dedicato a lui. 

E verrà facile ad ognuno di voi che lo ha conosciuto 

rivolgergli a proprio modo un pensiero particolare e un sorriso”. 
 

A.S.D. Agorosso welcomes you to “2 days orienteering in Clusone” and thanks you for 
your participation. 

 
COMPETITION CENTRE 

Open from 13:00 in Clusone at Scuola Media Prina in via S. Alessandro 2, Clusone (GPS coordinates 

45.888, 9.94485). Showers will be available. Race arena is 5 minutes from the competition centre. 
 

PARKING 

Car, camper and bus parking is located 500 m from the competition centre. Directions will be duly 

pointed out. 
 

FEES 

Beginners, M/W 12, M/W 14, M/W 16: 5 € 

Other classes:    10 € 

SI-Card rent:    1,50 € (free for Beginners and M/W Senior classes) 

Missing return, loss or damage of the rented SI-Card involves the payment of 25 € or 50 € for 

contactless SI-Cards used by M/W Senior classes. 

 

RACE TYPE 

Urban race (sprint for M/W Senior, “middle-like” for other classes) 

Terrain: 100% asphalt, sett paving, marble. 
 

RACE MAP 

“Clusone”, CS 903 ISSOM specification - survey 2014 (Francesco Giandomenico) 

Scale 1:4000, contour distance 2 m for M/W Senior (WRE) 

Scale 1:5000, contour distance 2 m for other classes (TNCS) 

Maps are printed on A4 water resistant paper with four colour digital printing. 

M/W Senior categories run in an area with restricted traffic (residents only), anyway pay attention and 
follow the rules of the road. All other classes cross streets with local traffic too, pay the maximum 
attention and follow the rules of the road. 

Crossing the red-marked road on the map is prohibited for all competitors, it is mandatory to use the 
underpass marked on the map; offenders will be disqualified. 



 

 

 

CONTROL DESCRIPTION and BIB 

Control description is printed on the map for all classes and will be available at pre-start only for M/W 

Senior. All competitors shall wear their bib, otherwise they will not be allowed to start. 
 

QUARANTINE, WARM-UP and START (M Senior and W Senior) 

M/W Senior competitors shall reach the competition centre, sign a specific form and enter the quarantine 

area before 14:30 (otherwise they will not be allowed to start). Twenty minutes before the start time, the 

competitor can leave the quarantine area and test the contactless punching system with a warm-up map. 

In any case, it’s up to the competitor to reach the pre-start (-5 gate) and give back the warm-up map. The 

organization will handle the transport of athletes’ belongings from the quarantine area to a covered place 

in the race arena. In no way M/W Senior competitors are allowed to exchange information about the race 

terrain and control points with other competitors (including TNCS competitors). It’s forbidden to cross 

embargoed areas. 

M/W Senior first start is set at 15:00. 

Start lists are based on reverse WRE ranking dated 31.12.2013. 

 

START (other classes) 

TNCS competitors are requested to leave the competition centre after registration in order to reach the 

race arena, which also offers covered spaces. Once in the arena, competitors are not allowed to get back to 

the competition centre. Mass start with three launches: 16:30 – 16:40 – 16:50. It’s forbidden to cross 

embargoed areas. 
 

FINISH and RACE ARENA 

The finish is located near the race arena. SI-Card readout is done right after the finish. All runners are 

required to stop at the SI-Card readout desk, including those runners who did not complete the whole 

course. 

The speaker in the arena will update spectators about the evolution of the race. 

The covered place is at competitors disposal for luggage deposit and dressing. 
 

CONTROL POINTS 
Control points will be placed on trestles or locked on trees, poles or prominent features. Each M/W 

Senior control point will consist of contactless station, classic electronic station and manual needle 

punch; only electronic station and needle punch for the other classes. 
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TIME KEEPING 

M/W Senior 

Warm-up 

SPORTident system will be used for time keeping. WRE categories will have the new SPORTident contactless 

system; the organization will provide an appropriate SI-Card that shall be returned after the race. In case of 

malfunctioning of a contactless station, a normal station will be available for punching; if even this fails (no beep 

and light), the competitor shall manually punch in the boxes printed on the map and show the mark to the finish 

supervisor. 

Maximum race time is set to 120 minutes. 
 

MAP COLLECTION 

After the finish, M Senior and W Senior competitors must leave the race map in the dedicated 

container; maps can be picked up after all classes have started. 

TNCS competitors can keep their map at the end of the race. 

 

KINDERGARTEN 

Kindergarten will be available from 14:00 to 17:00. 
 

REFRESHMENT 
Competitors will find a refreshment stand in the race arena. 

 

PRIZE GIVING CEREMONY 

At 18:00/18:30 in piazza Manzù, Clusone (race arena). 

Last control 

Underpass 



 

 

 

OFFICIAL LENGTHS 
 

Class Distance (km) Climb (m) Control points 

M Senior WRE 3,5 110 19 

W Senior WRE 3,1 80 17 

M14 4,7 55 23 

W14 2,5 45 15 

M16 5,0 80 28 

W16 4,7 55 23 

M18 5,9 80 29 

W18 4,7 60 23 

M35+ 5,9 80 29 

W35+ 4,7 60 23 

M45+ 5,0 80 28 

W45+ 4,7 55 23 

M55+ 4,5 60 23 

W55+ 4,5 60 23 

M12 2,5 45 15 

W12 2,5 45 15 

BEGINNERS 2,5 45 15 

 
 
 
 
 

A.S.D. Agorosso S. Alessandro Orienteering wishes everyone an enjoyable race! 

Under the patronage of: 
 

 

 

Comune di 

Clusone 


